Chapter 1

Elements vs Compounds

Many words in chemistry have common, everyday uses. For our purposes we must know
both but primarily use the chemistry definition in class.
1. Answer the following questions about definitions.
a. In everyday use, element means
b. In chemistry, element means
c. How do they differ?
d. In everyday use, compound means
e. In chemistry, compound means
f. How do they differ?

2. Answer the following questions about symbols for elements and compounds.
a. Which symbols are used to represent elements?

b. Which symbols are used to represent compounds?

c. In element symbols, why are the first letters capitalized and the second lowercase?
3. Label the following as a compound (C) or an element (E).
1. Iron (Fe) 					

2. Potassium Chloride (KCl)

5. Oxygen (O2) 				

6. Hydrochloric Acid (HCl)

3. Sugar (C12H22O11) 				
7. Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) 		

4. Copper (Cu)

8. Tin (Sn)

4. Use these pages in CheMystery to identify the compound, element, and formula.
PAGE 6

compound name				compound formula
made of what element
PAGE 8

compound name				compound formula
made of what elements
PAGE 10

compound name				

made of what element

PAGE 11
compound name				compound formula
made of what element

compound name				compound formula
made of what element

compound name				compound formula
made of what element
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element name				element symbol
PAGE 21

element name				element symbol
element name				element symbol
element name				element symbol

Chapter 1

Homogeneous vs
Heterogeneous Mixtures

1. The first step to understanding homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures is understanding definitions. Use the prompts below to define homogeneous and heterogeneous.
b. What does homo mean?						
c. What does hetero mean?

d. What does it mean to be a mixture?
e. What is a homogeneous mixture?
f. What is a heterogeneous mixture?

2. What do the following look like at the particle level? (circles to represent atoms and compounds is
acceptable). Label each type of element or compound used.
Homogeneous Mixture				Heterogeneous Mixture

a. How do the two types of mixtures look different at the particle level?

b. How do the two types of mixtures look different at the macro level (what you normally 		
see)?

3. Why can a mixture of oil in water be heterogeneous but a mixture of salt in water be homogeneous?
Sketch the particle view and macro view to use in your explanation.
Particle View
a. Homogeneous Mixture			
(oil in water)

b. Heterogeneous Mixture
(salt in water)

Macro View
a. Homogeneous Mixture			
(oil in water)

b. Heterogeneous Mixture
(salt in water)

4. Throughout Chapter 1 there are many identified mixtures; list 2 of each type.
Homogeneous Mixture					Heterogeneous Mixture
1.							1.
2.							2.

5. Answer the following questions based on specific pages from CheMystery.

PAGE 8

A candle is described as a homogeneous mixture. Is this statement correct? Defend your answer
using both particle and macro views.

PAGE 10
This page shows the macro and particle view of graphite. Is it a mixture? Defend your answer using
both particle and macro views.

PAGE 15

Diego passed gas. Using your experience with gas, what type of mixture is it?

Chapter 2

Atomic History and
Atomic Structure

1. Answer these questions about the history of atoms.
a. Around 370 BC Aristotle thought that there were 5 elements: earth, wind, fire, water, 		
and aether (material making the heavens). Why do you think this philosophy made sense to
many people at the time?

b. Around the same time Democritus through differently. How so? (read page 31).

c. How is Democritus’ thought closer to what we know today?

2. The concept of the atom did not start to gain popularity until John Dalton, around 1805 CE. Dalton did not advance Democritus’ atomic model but gave evidence of its significance with experiments
to show these principles: atoms of a given element have the same mass and properties, a compound
formed when two or more different atoms of a given element combine, and a chemical reaction is
merely the rearrangement of atoms.
Less than a hundred years after Dalton’s ground-breaking work we have our first upgrade in atomic
structure, Thomson’s Plumb Pudding model.

Draw their Atomic Models (page 36)
Label each part
a. Dalton’s					b. Thomson’s

c. How did Suzie and Diego’s grandpa help Thomson discover the electron? (He didn’t really).

Draw their Atomic Models (page 36 and 37)
Label each part

d. Thomson’s					e. Rutherford’s

f. In 1911, Rutherford, a previous student of Thomson’s, discovered the proton. How does 		
his experiment allow him to reach the conclusion that there’s another subatomic particle?

3. In 1913, Rutherford’s student, Bohr built upon his model. Bohr noticed the behavior of light from
Hydrogen atoms and explained this behavior with electrons having fixed orbits around a nucleus and
moving from a higher orbit to a lower orbit, thus releasing energy. There was also lots of complex math
involved.
Draw their Atomic Models (page 36 and 37)
Label each part
a. Rutherford’s					b. Bohr’s

c. Compare and contrast Rutherford and Bohr’s atomic models
Similarities

			

Differences

		

Match the atomic model with the scientist
1. Dalton/Democritus 				
A. Added rings of electrons, which have electrons 		
						orbit like planets.
2. Thomson					

B. Solid sphere. No subatomic particles.

4. Bohr						

D. Added a electrons to a positively charged aura.

3. Rutherford 					
C. Added a small dense nucleus with electrons
						circling it.

4. In 1932, (look on page 102) discovered the neutron. The neutron’s lack of charge made it difficult to
observe.
a. Label each subatomic particle with its symbol.

				Particle		 Symbol
Proton

Neutron

Electron

b. Label each subatomic particle with its charge.

				Particle		 Charge
Proton

Neutron

Electron
c. Label each subatomic particle with its mass.

				Particle		 Mass
Proton

Neutron

Electron

p+
			e			n0
Symbols:

Charges:
neutral
		positive
		negative

Mass:		
1 amu
		0 amu
		1amu

amu= atomic mass unit

5. Currently, our working atomic model is the quantum model. This model is very complex and we are
continuously revising it as we uncover more interesting things about what make up the subatomic
particles and have a better understanding of their behavior.
a. Most of our basic understanding of the atom can be gained from an updated model of 		
Bohr’s model, which didn’t include what subatomic particle?
b. Basic atomic structure is on page 104. Put the subatomic particles where they go and 		
label what each circle represents.

p+ e - n 0

b. How is the nucleus in the model above not accurately depicted? Why is this an
appropriate for our purposes?

c. What subatomic particle has to be added or subtracted to have a new element?

6. Electrons are added to energy levels, which is simple for the first 18 electrons, you simple go in order.
Fill up energy level 1 then go on to 2 and then 3. After that it’s a little more complex.
Energy Level
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

			

Maximum Number of Electrons
2
8
18
32
32
32
32

a. Place the correct number of subatomic particles (use their symbols) in their appropriate 		
location for the following elements. Oxygen is on page 48 for a little help.
Helium 							Fluorine

Chapter 3

Nuclear Chemistry

1. The first step to understanding nuclear chemistry is understanding definitions. Use the prompts
below to define fusion and fission.
a. Define fusion (page 54 and 105)
b. Example
c. Define fission (page 55 and 105)
d. Example
2. Page 55 shows several atoms in a nuclear reaction. Electrons are not drawn on the atoms. Electrons
are on these atoms but why is it appropriate not to draw them here?

3. Throughout the chapter the three types of nuclear radiation are shown. Explain how dangerous
each type are and provide evidence from the chapter.
a. Alpha:
b. Beta:
c. Gamma:
d. Look at the example equations you wrote above. What can be said if we add the subscripts
on each side of the yield (arrow)?

e. What can be said if we add the subscripts on each side of the yield (arrow)?

f. What is the significant of these two observations about the equations?

4. Give more information about types of reactions.
a. Beta decay (page 66)
b. Example
c. Beta capture (page 67)
d. Example

5. Give those examples provide what you think will happen in the two terms below.
a. Alpha decay
b. Gamma decay
Example of Alpha decay:
Example of Gamma decay:
c. How can nuclear reactions release enormous amounts of energy? (pages 68 and 106).

d. What will happen to an atom if their nuclear strong force is too weak?
e. Draw a diagram of fusion to show mass defect. (use either H or He nuclei).

f. Page 43 shows degrees of radiation burns. Why is a third degree burn more harmful?

Chapter 4

Light

1. What are the three types of light shown in Chapter 4?
a. 			

b. 			

c. 			

2. Page 82 can assist in answering the following questions.

Bohr thought he knew how electrons behaved in light, which led to his unique atomic model. Electrons absorb __________________ to become excited, which means they are in a higher ________________

_____________________. During normal light production the electron will straight __________________ to a
__________________ energy level.

3. Below draw a diagram for normal light production only. Use page 76 for assistance.

4. Light is an electromagnetic wave. Visible light is only a small part of the full electromagnetic spectrum (EMS). On page 78, Diego scans across the entire EMS from highest to lowest. Below list the types
of waves Diego scanned through.

a. Visible light is missing from the list, look up where it should go by placing an arrow
between the other two regions of waves and label it.

b. Read page 108 and draw the diagram of a wave below.

5. By changing the wavelength of light, which also changes the frequency, results in a different wave
and thus different light. c = λν
c :____________________ 		

λ :______________________		

ν:__________________________.

6. The speed of light is a constant. So, if you change wavelength then frequency must change.

Draw two wave diagrams with the following changes below:
Higher λ(______________________) and		

lower ν(______________________)wave:

Higher ν(______________________)and

lower λ(______________________)wave:

7. Light is also associated with energy. E = h ν
E :____________________ 		

h :______________________		

ν :__________________________.

8. If you change the wavelength would that change the energy of the wave? Explain.

9. How would an electron be affected when absorbing a gamma wave rather than a visible light wave?
Explain using a light diagram similar to what’s found on page 76.

Chapter 4

Ions

1. The first step to understanding ions is understanding definitions. Use the prompts below to define
the words below.
a. What is an ion? (page 82)
b. What is a cation?
c. What is an anion?
2. Draw a Bohr model for:
O

Now, add 2 more electrons to the outer energy level.

3. When 2 electrons are added to the second Bohr model of oxygen it gives the atom a charge, making
it an ion.
a. What is the sign of the charge ( + or -) and what is the magnitude of the charge (1, 2, etc)? 		
Example: If an atom lost three electrons the atom would have a +3 charge.

b. What type of ion is it?
4. Ions are written in a specific way for shorthand. Use the element symbol, the have a superscript in
the upper right hand corner showing the charge. Example: Aluminum with a +3 charge is written Al+3
a. Write the ion for the above O atom that gained 2 electrons.
b. On page 81 Suzie and Diego attack the monster and ionize the atoms. What type of ions 		
where made out of the atoms?

c. Using your knowledge of atomic structure, why is it important that Suzie created a
protected shield around the monsters ions?

d. Do you think Suzie would need to do the same thing if she and Diego bombarded the
monster’s atoms with electrons? Explain using knowledge your knowledge of atomic
structure, subatomic particles, and events in the book.

5. Write how many electrons were gained or lost in the following ions.

a.. Al+3 					b. 0-2

c. Ca+2 					d. K+1
e. F-1 						f. C-4

6. Convert the statement about an ion into the shorthand ion symbol.
a. A Chlorine atom gains one electron.

b. Three electrons are removed from the outermost energy level of Boron.
c. One electron is lost in a sodium atom.

d. A manganese atom loses seven electrons.

e. An iron atom loses three valance electrons.

f. Phosphorus gains three electrons in its outermost energy level.

